The »Career direct« program offered by the PhD/Postdoc Career Center provides bespoke support to young female researchers seeking to develop their careers. Specific measures are supported in career transition phases within academia and outside it.
The program »career direct« supports young female researchers with specific measures:

- **Preparation for application and appointment processes**
  application portfolio checking service, individual one-on-one coaching to prepare for interviews, appointment discussions, etc.

- **Targeted establishment of professional networks within academia and outside it**
  reimbursement of travel expenses for visiting (international) network partners, reimbursement of costs for participating in job fairs and specialist trade fairs, etc.

- **Self-marketing**
  creating profiles on the own website or social platforms/online networks (XING, LinkedIn, FemConsult, AcademiaNet), etc.

**Contact partners**

- for female doctoral candidates:
  Dr. Sabine Mehlmann  
  Tel.: +49 541 969 6233  
  E-mail: sabine.mehlmann@uos.de

- for female postdocs and junior professors:
  Dr. Elke Bertke  
  Tel.: +49 541 969 6219  
  E-mail: elke.bertke@uos.de

* The program is financed via the »Professorinnenprogramm«, and is therefore open to women only.